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Nuts & Bolts



Aircraft Building Al SOME POINT IN BUILDING OR



restoring an airplane people may need to do some welding. This poses a common question, "Should I buy the equipment and learn to do it myself or hire out the job?" The answer depends on how much welding you need to do. If your need is small, find a good welder in your area send him or her the work. But if your need is greater, such as i i . building a tube and rag airplane, learn to weld. Learning and using a new skill is part of the joy of building, and the equipment can have uses beyond welding, which we'll mention along the way. Welding is an art—and a science. Most aircraft builders will be welding 4130 steel and aluminum, and the equipment you need for these applications must be able to achieve and accurately maintain the proper temperatures. For example, 4130 steel melts at 2550°F, and aluminum melts at around 1200°F. The typical gas welding torch is capable of emitting a 6000°F flame, which is more than adequate for most welding projects. Just as important as the equipment is setting up your work area, acquiring the necessary additional tools—and learning all the safety precautions. There are four basic types of welding, and three of them are appropriate to aircraft construction and repair. The methods used in aviation go by several different names, and we'll use the terms and abbreviations used by the American Welding Society, which offers numerous educational resources to professionals and amateurs alike (see Resources). Arc welding, often called "stick welding," is intended for large,



Welding Building on the basics RON ALEXANDER



craft manufacturers use it. But it



may not be the best choice when welding thin wall steel tubing because of its lower temperature accuracy. Gas-tungsten arc welding (GTAW) is commonly known as TIG—tungsten inert gas—welding, and it's also known as "heliarc" welding for the inert gas this process uses. GTAW use is growing in aviation because its



welds are usually stronger and neater. Home welders shied away i from TIG in the past because of its higher equipment cost and different set of required skills, but its use is growing as the equipment becomes more affordable and easier to use. heavy-metal jobs—building a sheetExperienced welders recommend steel garbage dumpster or repairing that people become proficient OFW a snow plow—not the precise weld- welders before moving to the other ing aircraft demands. Arc welding methods because the skills learned uses a coated welding rod that pro- and mastered translate well to vides the necessary filler material GMAW and GTAW. Another benefit and conducts electricity to the work, of OFW is that you can use it with creating an arc between the rod and other building tasks. Annealing metal is but one example. Because metal being welded. Oxygen-fuel welding (OFW), OFW is usually a builder's introducalso known as "gas" or "oxyacety- tion to the art because it's easy to lene" welding, burns a combination learn the necessary skills, we'll disof two gases—oxygen and acety- cuss it now. We'll address GTAW or lene—to create the temperatures TIG welding next month. needed for welding. In aviation use for nearly a century, OFW equip- Welding Area Before you fire up the torch, you ment has additional uses, including soldering, brazing, cutting metal, need to create a safe work environment. Make sure you've stored no and heating metal for forming. Gas metal arc welding flammable materials, such as aerosol (GMAW) is what most people know cans or oily rags, in or near your as MIG—metal inert gas—welding. welding area. Have a fire extinguisher GMAW is also called "wire fed" weld- present at all times. Keep petroleum ing because the filler material is a products—oil and grease—away from wire that is fed through the torch. your oxygen cylinder, and never luWhen you squeeze the trigger, the bricate the threads of an oxygen fitwelding process begins. GMAW is a ting with oil. When petroleum and practical method for welding objects oxygen meet, spontaneous combusaround the workshop, and some air- tion often results. Sport Aviation
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^Aircraft Building Make sure your welding area is well ventilated, to rid the air of OFW's resulting fumes. Ventilation should not create any drafts, however, because this can cause your welds to cool unevenly, which can lead to warping. Other people and pets should not be present when you're welding. Looking at the flame or arc without a protective shield can damage their vision permanently, and an occasional splatter can send white-hot metal flying. That's why welders wear a protective helmet and leather gloves and other protective clothing. The high-pressure oxygen and acetylene cylinders are the biggest parts of an OFW rig. Usually they are combined in a mobile cart that often has a way to coil the torch hoses and a shelf for needed tools such as the flint striker used to light the torch. Whatever method you use, make sure the cylinders are secured and can't fall over. An oxygen cylinder is pressurized to 2000 psi or more, and should it fall and break the cylinder's valve, the cylinder can become a highpressure missile that will easily penetrate your shop wall—or the side of your car. Never move the cylinder unless the supplied protective cap is securely screwed down over the valve. An acetylene cylinder doesn't carry the same pressure (usually about 375 psi), but if its valve breaks, gallons of acetone and flammable gas will be released, turning a room into a fire bomb waiting for a spark to trigger it. A good first project is some type of welding table. A typical table consists of a flat 1/4-inch sheet-steel top with square steel tubing to reinforce the top and create the legs. A table about 3 feet square will hold most of the objects you'll weld. If you use 3/8-inchthick steel for the top you will probably not need to reinforce it with square tubing, and some welders add MARCH 2000



in fireplace construction. Check with your local masonry supplier. (See Resources for weldingtable plans.)



Tools



a layer of firebrick to the tabletop, but make sure it's firebrick. Regular masonry bricks retain too much moisture and can explode when a flame is applied. Firebrick is commonly used



Resources EAA offers a number of how-to welding books. To order, call 800/564-6322 or click "quick shopping" on the EAA website at www.eaa.org. •Aircraft Welding: F37864— $11.95



• Custom Built Sport Aircraft Handbook: F13510—314.95 • Techniques of Aircraft Building: E22247—$16



• Welder's Handbook, 2nd Edition, by Richard Finch (includes plans for welding table): F12924—$16.95



EAA SportAir Workshops Call 800/967-5746 for the schedule of EAA SportAir Workshops, or visit its website at www.sportair.com. Founded in 1919 to advance the science, technology, and application of welding, the AWS offers a wide variety of educational materials. American Welding Society 550 NW Lejeune Road Miami, FL 33126 800/443-9353 www.aws.org



You'll need a number of tools in addition to your OFW equipment. Here's a quick list: welding magnets, vise grips, files, deburring tool, silver pencil to mark tubing, soapstone marker, die grinder, disc grinder, C" clamps, wire brushes, pliers, machinist hammer, combination square, magnetic protractor, and measuring tools. "Nice to have" tools include a drill press, tubing notcher, band saw, cut off wheel, bead blaster, and sand blaster. This is a beginning list of items for you to consider. Now let's get into specific welding and safety equipment. . . .



OFW Equipment



The oxy-fuel welding rig consists of two gas cylinders, a welding torch, and hoses that connect the torch to the cylinders' regulators that control the gas pressure. Oxygen and acetylene cylinders come in different sizes, and you'll want to either purchase or lease them from a local welding supply company. Most people lease the tanks, and for industrial-size cylinders that costs around $60 per year, and many rent tanks on a monthby-month basis. Buying your own tanks often isn't worth it. Not only does ownership make you responsible for having the cylinders hydrostatically pressure tested every five years, many welding companies will not refill tanks not leased from them. To hold a lasting supply, oxygen cylinders are filled to 2,000 psi or more. Acetylene cylinders are also pressurized, but they are more complex. When pressurized above 15 psi free acetylene becomes unstable, but when it's dissolved in an acetone solvent it can safely be pressurized to higher levels, mean-



ing the cylinder can store more of the gas. To keep this explosive "soda pop" from sloshing around, acetylene cylinders are filled with a porous material. OFW's working pressure is 2 to 4 psi, and the regulator that connects the torch hoses to their respective cylinders controls it. Each regulator has two gauges; one shows the cylinder pressure and the other indicates the torch pressure. Two types of regulators are available—single-stage and two-stage. A two-stage regulator reduces the cylinder pressure in two steps, automatically to around 50 psi, and then to the user-controlled working pressure. Most small OFW rigs have a single-stage regulator that reduces the pressure in one step. Two-stage regulators are nice to have but are not necessary for aircraft welding. Because of precision they must de-



liver, regulators represent a substantial amount of the investment in an OFW system. Hoses carry acetylene and oxygen gas to the torch. The acetylene hose is red and the oxygen hose is green or, in some cases, black. Each is threaded differently so you cannot mix the two gases accidentally. Oxygen hoses have a right-hand thread and acetylene hoses have a left-hand thread with grooves notched in the nuts to identify them. Aircraft OFW uses three basic types of torches. The conventional torch has valves on the hose end of the handle t h a t control the amount or flow of oxygen and acetylene. An aviation-style torch has the valves essentially between the handle and the tube leading to the torch tip to make controlling the flame easier. This configura-



Building your dream... E



tion also reduces the chances of your bumping the valves during use. A pistol-grip torch looks like its name; torch pressures are mixed in the handle and pressures are never changed during the welding process. Most people will also want a cutting torch. Designed to cut metal, it can't double as a welding torch. It's easy for a new welder to master metal cutting using a torch. When you shop for an OFW system, evaluate the different designs on their cost, weight, warranty, and performance. You should try the different types of torches before purchasing, and a good place to do this is at an EAA SportAir Welding Workshop, where you'll learn the basics of welding and use the different types of torches in a controlled learning environment. Welding equipment is a longterm investment, so be sure you



very time a Murphy Aircraft takes to the skies our reputation as one of the world's premier metal kit aircraft manufacturers soars even higher.



Since founder Darryl Murphy started the company in 1985, Murphy Aircraft has been taking kit aircraft projects from concept to production. Our 50,000 sq. ft. factory contains a complete line of automated manufacturing equipment capable of producing everything from aircraft wheel and brake assemblies, to pre-punched/pre-formed ribs and bulkheads, to precisionpunched wing panels and fuselage bulkheads. All kits are shipped direct from our factory located one hour east of the major port of Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Our factory is within easy access of major road and rail links to all of North America. This makes it possible to ship kits quickly across the continent or around the world. While you assemble your aircraft you can depend on our support technicians for assistance as required. We can be contacted by telephone, fax machine, or through our website during any phase of the construction process. With five outstanding Murphy Aircraft models ranging in size from 850 lb. to over 3,000 lb. gross, a series of floats, and a large variety of power plant combinations to choose from, the sky's the limit. j • T .,,, ;. .r 7s a Murphy Aircraft in in yourfuture? Order your information package today, and you'll soon



be off to new heights... building your dream. ORDER INFO TODAY
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www.murphyair.com
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, Aircraft Building purchase quality equipment. Try different torches and talk to other builders who are proficient welders (some may even be professionals) and see what brand of equipment they prefer. Ensure the company will support you and that the equipment has a good warranty. Don't forget other essential items such as the cart that securely holds the cylinders, the flint-type lighter, and welding tip cleaners—small spiral



rods that are matched to the tip size.



Safety Equipment



OFW requires eye protection. Unlike arc welding, gas welding doesn't create ultraviolet light, so



the goggles do not have to protect you from UV, nor will OFW cause flash burns. But you must shield your eyes from the flame's bright light, and from the sparks the process generates. The hot, white



light created by gas welding will cause temporary blindness if viewed without eye protection. Tinted lenses in welding goggles and full-face welding shield filter the flame's bright light. A number identifies the lens' tint or shade, and for OFW you should use a 4, 5, or 6 tint. When welding aluminum, a cobalt blue lens is preferred. This shade of lens provides a better view when welding aluminum by filtering out yellow light. Do not use your OFW goggles for



your eyes when grinding or cutting metal before welding. To protect your skin from sparks and splatters of hot metal wear a long-sleeved shirt made of a natural fabric like heavy cotton denim. Avoid all synthetic fabrics. They melt as they burn—and the melted fabric sticks to your skin. Also, wear long pants—no shorts. Because your hands are the most vulnerable, wear welding gloves. Don't forget your feet. Sparks and hot metal can easily fall into low



injury can result! There are many different types of welding goggles. Held in place by an elastic band the standard goggle has a flip-up tint lens. Other models fit over glasses. Try them on for size and see which pair is most comfortable for you. You'll also need safety glasses to protect



up, and most athletic shoes are made of synthetic materials. Hightop shoes or boots are preferred. Many welders also wear some sort of cap to protect their head



any other type of welding. Severe eye



shoes whether they slip on or lace



from sparks, and welding supply houses sell them. There's nothing quite as exciting as discovering that burning smell is you! •



TM OHLY EASXtR WAY TO COVER YOURAXRPLAlfC. Of course, if you're planning to actually fly it, the easiest way



is still Poly-Fiber.



Poly-Fiber? Because for 30 years builders have followed easy steps and achieved safe, superlative, long-lasting results. Poly-Fiber products are painstakingly manufactured and proven over time, and the manual is almost like having an instructor right there with you. And if you'd like some hands-on coaching, try one of our workshops. There's also a step-by-step video, a kit for practicing with Poly-Fiber, and a website full of information, • • • •



RO&ROCHA



Don't be afraid to tackle that fabric covered project. Learn how much fun it really is. Call Poly-Fiber and let's get started!



800-362-3490



Genuinely easy to use Toll-free technical support The best how-to manual around Hands-on workshops nationwide



• Step-by-step video also available



www«polyfiber«com e-mail: [email protected] A i r c r a f t Coatings
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